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Abstract: Transition-metal (TM) layered oxides have been attracting enormous interests in recent
decades because of their excellent functional properties as positive electrode materials in lithium-ion
batteries. In particular LiCoO2 (LCO), LiNiO2 (LNO) and LiMnO2 (LMO) are the structural prototypes
of a large family of complex compounds with similar layered structures incorporating mixtures of
transition metals. Here, we present a comparative study on the phase stability of LCO, LMO and
LNO by means of first-principles calculations, considering three different lattices for all oxides, i.e.,
rhombohedral (hR12), monoclinic (mC8) and orthorhombic (oP8). We provide a detailed analysis—at
the same level of theory—on geometry, electronic and magnetic structures for all the three systems in
their competitive structural arrangements. In particular, we report the thermodynamics of formation
for all ground state and metastable phases of the three compounds for the first time. The final
Gibbs Energy of Formation values at 298 K from elements are: LCO(hR12) −672 ± 8 kJ mol−1;
LCO(mC8) −655 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LCO(oP8) −607 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LNO(hR12) −548 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LNO(mC8)
−557 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LNO(oP8) −548 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LMO(hR12) −765 ± 10 kJ mol−1; LMO(mC8)
−779 ± 10 kJ mol−1; LMO(oP8) −780 ± 10 kJ mol−1. These values are of fundamental importance for
the implementation of reliable multi-phase thermodynamic modelling of complex multi-TM layered
oxide systems and for the understanding of thermodynamically driven structural phase degradations
in real applications such as lithium-ion batteries.
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1. Introduction

Industrial and academic research efforts have been focusing on lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) since
the late 70s: the commercial success of this technology is indubitable, thanks to its large energy
densities [1]. LIBs are now enabling the transition to massive electric transportation, as the competitive
technologies seem less suitable: (a) Pb-acid batteries are the cheapest among existing automotive
battery systems but they use toxic materials and exhibit poor energy densities [2]; (b) Ni metal hybrid
(Ni-MH) batteries show good energy and power densities, but the self-discharge is remarkable and they
require complex charging protocols [3]. LIBs are relatively more expensive than other cell chemistries,
but can supply the highest power and energy densities, as well as a longer cycle life [4,5].

Focusing on LIB positive electrode materials, Transition Metal (TM) oxide layered phases have
been attracting considerable attention and commercial success in recent decades, e.g., LiCoO2 [6].
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Others LiMO2 (M = TM) materials are valuable alternatives, such as LiNiO2 [7], LiMnO2 [8] or mixed
TM solution phases [9], to enhance the working potentials or increase the materials’ environmental
benignity. All these compounds have been intensively studied, both from the technological and
fundamental perspectives [10].

Here, we present a comparative first-principles study of the phase stability of LiCoO2 (LCO),
LiNiO2 (LNO) and LiMnO2 (LMO). We considered three different lattices for all oxides identified
hereafter by adopting the corresponding Pearson symbols, namely hR12, mC8 and oP8 for
rhombohedral, monoclinic and orthorhombic cells, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. Our goal
is to develop a detailed analysis at the same level of theory to compare geometry, electronic and
magnetic structures for all three formulations in the competitive structural arrangements. In fact,
although LCO, LMO and LNO, share the similar stoichiometries and short-range-ordering motifs
(TMO6 and LiO6 octahedral coordination and a regular stacking of TM/O/Li/O planar layers), these
three phases crystallize in different ground-state lattices and show remarkable differences in the
magnetic ordering and polymorphism. Our aim is to develop a careful comprehension of the lattice
stability based on accurate electronic structure calculations, thus paving the way to more complex
modeling efforts, for example, the new innovative over-lithiated layered oxide chemistries with
extended mixing between TM and lithium [10,11]. Compared to recent computational analyses on
layered lithium transition metal oxides [12–15], our study reports an original analysis of the formation
thermodynamics of the considered polymorphs, derived using simple thermodynamic cycles. Our aim
is to develop a benchmark analysis using the same computational approach and details for all three
mixed oxides. These new data are necessary requirements for multi-element system assessment and
pseudo-binary/ternary/quaternary phase diagram modelling [16–20]. These modeling approaches
are mandatory to tackle the analysis of the degradation chemistry of complex layered oxides under
reactive conditions, such as in batteries upon electrochemical lithium de-intercalation/intercalation.
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stacking sequences. 
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monoclinic (mC8) structure, at low temperature, belonging to the C2/m space group [7,33–36]. This 
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Figure 1. LMO unit cells of rhombohedral (hR12), monoclinic (mC8) and orthorhombic (oP8) structures.
Color code: Li green, Co, Ni and Mn light blue and oP8 red.

2. Materials and Methods

All calculations were carried out with the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP, Universitat
Wien, Austria), which performs periodic ab-initio quantum mechanical calculations within the
Kohn–Sham density functional theory (DFT) [21,22] framework, with projector-augmented wave
potentials and plane wave basis sets. We applied the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) with
the exchange–correlation density functional by Perdew, Burke and Ernzenhof (PBE) [21].

We used the DFT + U method [23,24], which has been extensively validated for correcting the
large self-interaction error in transition metal oxides [25–27], caused by the approximate form of
the standard exchange-correlation density functional when applied to strongly localized unpaired
electrons, as in the d manifold of Co, Ni and Mn. Ab initio derived U values depend on the number
of unpaired d electrons; thus, the reported U parameters for Ni, Mn and Co are 6.0, 4.0 and 3.3 eV,
respectively [28,29]. We have chosen an intermediate value (4.0 eV) since we are modelling electronic
structures of lattices containing ions possibly in different oxidation states, due to the occurrence of
electronic disorder (e.g., Jahn-Teller distortions, see below). One may recall that the choice of different U
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values for different metals is also a possible choice. However, optimal U values can be slightly different
even for identical metals when comparing different oxidation states. Here, our aim is to develop
and evaluate the accuracy/precision of a computational approach capable of mimicking realistically
different structural environments and redox states (e.g., induced by lithium de-intercalations, vacancy
formation, doping, etc.) with the minimal computational complexity. The goal of our analysis is to
pave the way for other computational studies, where supercells containing several transition metals
will be considered. In this view, the adoption of selected values of U, tailored to each metal, in complex
materials possibly including a variety of redox states (due to point defects, lithium content, doping)
may weaken the meaningfulness of computational predictions.

All calculations are spin-polarized. We used a kinetic energy cut-off of 520 eV and a
Gamma–centered k-point mesh (hR12 11 × 11 × 4; mC8 9 × 11 × 9; oP8 11 × 9 × 9). We optimized
the structural parameters of LCO, LNO and LMO for each structure. Atomic positions and lattice
parameters have been optimized separately by minimizing total energy and forces without any
symmetry constraints until the residual force on each atom was <0.01 eV Å−1. This procedure
has been repeated iteratively in order to ensure that lattice constants and atomic positions are
simultaneously minimized.

For LCO and LNO, we modelled a single unit cell containing 12 atoms in the lattice hR12 (3 Li,
3 Co/Ni, 6 O) and 8 atoms for both mC8 and oP8 lattices (2 Li, 2 Co/Ni, 4 O). Turning to LMO in
order to account for the antiferromagnetic properties, we used a 2 × 2 supercell containing 48 atoms
in the lattice hR12 (12 Li, 12 Mn, 24 O), 24 atoms in the lattice mC8 (8 Li, 8 Mn, 16 O), while for the
orthorhombic structure, oP8, we used a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell containing 64 atoms (16 Li, 16 Mn, 32 O)
(Figure 2). The antiferromagnetic (AFM) spin configuration was found to be the most stable in the case
of LMO by magnetic measurement: for the Pmmn space group, Greedan et al. found antiferromagnetic
alignment along the a and b directions [30], while for the mC8 lattice, Singh found antiferromagnetic
alignment along the b direction [31]. Our total energy calculations confirmed that antiferromagnetic
configurations were energetically favorable by 0.214 eV for hR12, 0.112 eV for mC8 and 0.074 eV for
oP8 compared to FM ones, in line with the available literature [30,31]. Thus, all results hereafter refer
to AFM configurations for LMO.
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Figure 2. AFM configurations (undistorted) of the manganese sublattice in hR12, mC8 and oP8
structures: for oP8 we have considered Greedan et al. [30] antiferromagnetic alignment, while for hR12
and mC8, we have considered Singh antiferromagnetic alignment [31]. For the oP8 lattice, the 2 × 2 × 2
supercell requires two c-stacked manganese ions layers with different magnetic ordering to be modeled.
Color Code: spin up blue, spin down light blue.

3. Results

3.1. Structural Analysis

Experimentally, LiCoO2 crystallizes in a rhombohedral (hR12) structure belonging to the R3m
space group [6,32], with a α-NaFeO2-type structure (or O3-type), consisting of layers of Co3+-based
edge-sharing CoO6 octahedra, separated by layers of Li+, where the oxygen planes have an ABCABC
stacking sequences.

LiNiO2 is known to crystalize both in the hR12 structure (R3m space group) and in a metastable
monoclinic (mC8) structure, at low temperature, belonging to the C2/m space group [7,33–36].
This polymorphism is induced and controlled by preparation conditions [7,33,34]. The hR12 lattice
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is the same as the α-NaFeO2-type, whereas the monoclinic structure is a α-NaMnO2-type structure.
LiNiO2 polymorphs suffer spontaneous antisite mixing between Li+ and Ni3+ ions in the lithium
plane [37] and Jahn-Teller distortions associated with the low-spin state [35,36,38].

Finally, LiMnO2 crystalizes in an orthorhombic (oP8) structure belonging to the Pmmn space group,
with a α-NaMnO2-type structure, consisting of layers of Mn3+-based edge-sharing MnO6 octahedra,
separated by layers of Li+ [8,39]. Under specific synthesis conditions, the LiMnO2 stoichiometry can
crystallize in a mC8 metastable lattice [30,40]. Pictorial representations of the hR12, mC8 and oP8
lattice are shown in Figure 1.

In the present computational study, all possible structures for all stoichiometries have been fully
relaxed and Table 1 summarizes the obtained structural constants.

LCO experimentally crystallizes in the hR12 structure [6] and the calculated cell parameters
demonstrate good agreement with the literature values. The mC8 and oP8 structures are not
experimentally stable and thus, no comparison is possible. LMO crystallizes in the oP8 structure [39],
but a metastable mC8 structure was obtained by ion-exchange processes starting from the layered
α-NaMnO2 precursor [8]. A rhombohedral LMO has not been reported to date. In this case, our results
are in good agreement with the literature for both oP8 and mC8 lattices. For LNO, both hR12 and mC8
structures have been observed experimentally [7]: our results are in good agreement with experimental
values for the hR12 lattice, while some distortions are observed in the case of the mC8 lattice. These
minor deviations may originate from the softness of the adopted mean U value (4 eV) compared to
the 6 eV value commonly adopted for nickel oxides [28,29]. However, as (a) the observed volume
expansion of the mC8 lattice of the LNO phase below 6% between DFT and experiments and (b) the
calculated structure of the hR12 lattice in very close agreement with the experimental benchmark, we
conclude that our approach allows one to model lithium nickel mixed oxides with satisfactory accuracy.

From a general perspective, all compounds show slightly expanded cell volumes (+3%) compared
to the experimental values. This trend is expected since the GGA (PBE) + U method has been reported
to systematically overestimate the TM-O bond distances [41].

Table 1. Calculated lattice constants for the equilibrium structures, volumes and bond widths (referred
to the monoclinic structure) for LiCoO2 (LCO), LiNiO2 (LNO) and LiMnO2 (LMO). In parentheses,
experimental values for the stable structures are reported for comparison [6,7,39,42].

LCO

hR12 mC8 oP8
a (Å) 2.836 (2.816) 5.229 2.721
b (Å) 2.763 4.411
c (Å) 14.111 (14.054) 5.141 5.572
β (◦) 115.412

V (Å3 at−1) 8.191 (8.043) 8.386 8.359

LMO

hR12 mC8 oP8
a (Å) 3.002 5.480 (5.44) 2.851 (2.806)
b (Å) 2.867 (2.80) 4.623 (4.550)
c (Å) 14.550 5.387 (5.39) 5.839 (5.747)
β (◦) 115.412 (116)

V (Å3 at−1) 9.463 9.556 (9.224) 9.620 (9.172)

LNO

hR12 mC8 oP8
a (Å) 2.884 (2.879) 5.288 (4.969) 2.759
b (Å) 2.767 (2.877) 4.473
c (Å) 14.271 (14.203) 5.199 (4.997) 5.650
β (◦) 115.412 (109.20)

V (Å3 at−1) 8.566 (8.460) 8.589 (8.715) 8.716
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For all the experimentally observed structures, the Bulk modulus (B0) values have been evaluated
by applying the Birch–Murnaghan equation to fit the changes in the cohesion energy of the various
lattices along an isotropic compression/expansion [43]. Computational details about the derivation of
the bulk modulus are summarized in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary note 2).

For the hR12 lattice of LCO, the calculated bulk modulus B0 = 1.15 ± 0.03 eVA−3 is in satisfactory
agreement with the experimentally available data (B0 = 0.997 eVA−3 [44]). For the other lattices,
the LCO bulk moduli are: mC8 B0 = 1.17 ± 0.03 eVA−3; oP8 B0 = 0.82 ± 0.02 eVA−3. The corresponding
bulk moduli for LNO (mC8 lattice B0 = 1.01 ± 0.02 eVA−3 hR12 lattice B0 = 0.94 ± 0.02 eVA−3; oP8 lattice
B0 = 0.97 ± 0.02 eVA−3) and LMO (oP8 lattice B0 = 0.93± 0.02 eVA−3; mC8 lattice B0 = 1.00 ± 0.03 eVA−3;
hR12 lattice B0 = 0.90 ± 0.02 eVA−3) cannot be compared with experiments due to lack of previous
determinations [14]. It is worth noting that the energy vs. volume plots shown in the Supplementary
Information suggest that mC8 and hR12 lattices for LMO and LNO, respectively, are not high-pressure
polymorphs of the ground state oP8 and mC8 structures, due to the lack on any possible tangent
line between the corresponding Birch–Murnaghan equation fits. This unavoidably implies that their
formation is driven by the crystal growth kinetics in specific synthesis conditions at high temperature.

3.2. Bond Distances and Jahn-Teller Distortions

The structures of all the hR12, mC8, and oP8 lattices are constituted qualitatively by layers of
TMO6 octahedra stacked along the c-axis and alternated by layers of lithium ions. TM-O bond distances
in the MO6 octahedra are reported in the Supplementary Information (Table S1) for the LCO, LNO
and LMO compounds in the three hR12, mC8, oP8 lattices together with the available experimental
data [37,45–48]. Overall, good agreement is found between the experimental results and our DFT + U
computational modeling, with the computational precision being smaller than ± 2.6%.

The electronic configuration of Co3+ ions cannot cause JT distortions, and therefore, all CoO6

bond distortions are induced by the symmetry of cells. On the other hand, due to their electronic
configurations, Ni3+ and Mn3+ can cause JT distortions [45]. These ions all have an octahedral
symmetry and the partial occupancy of frontier orbitals causes JT distortion, leading to an increase
in the oxygen-metal bond length. In one type of JT distortion, the symmetry between occupied and
empty levels is broken by an increase in two of the metal-oxygen bonds along the dz2 orbital: usually,
the axial bond length increases and the four equatorial bond lengths decrease [46]. Our calculations
nicely model JT-distortions in the LNO and LMO lattices in the M/O and R/M/O lattices, respectively.
The NiO6 and MnO6 octahedra are shown in Figure 3—the JT distortions are highlighted.

It is widely known that Mn3+ ions likely induce J-T distortions in oxides [47]. Our computational
approach nicely matches the occurrence of these structural distortions in all hR12, oP8 and mC8 lattices
and the bond lengths in the MnO6 octahedra nicely agree with the literature values.

Turning to LNO, our calculations suggest the occurrence of JT distortion of the NiO6 octahedra
in the mC8 lattice is in close agreement with the experimental observations by EXAFS [36,48] and
neutron diffraction [37]. On the contrary, in the hR12 lattice, the NiO6 octahedra are highly symmetric
in agreement with the available literature [49].

3.3. Phase Stability and Electronic Structures of the Ground States

For each composition, the relative phase stability among lattices can be evaluated by comparing the
cohesion energy of all crystal structures. The cohesion energy, ∆cohE, of a compound with stoichiometric
formula AxByCz is defined by Equations (1) and (2) with respect to the isolated constituent atoms A, B
and C:

xA(g) + yB(g) + zC(g)→AxByCz(solid) (1)

∆cohE(AxByCz) = Etot(AxByCz)-(x· Etot(A)+ y· Etot(B)+ y· Etot(C)) (2)
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where x, y, and z are the stoichiometric coefficients of the formula unit of the AxByCz compound and
Etot values are the electronic total energies calculated at the DFT + U level of theory for all species.
The calculated cohesion energies for all lattices and stoichiometries are listed in Table 2.Crystals 2020, 10, × 6 of 14 
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Table 2. Calculated cohesion energies for the LCO, LMO and LNO phases.

∆cohE (eV Atom−1)

hR12 mC8 oP8
LCO −22.361 −22.189 −21.690
LNO −20.521 −20.614 −20.519
LMO −26.173 −26.321 −26.337

The relative stabilities of the lattices are shown in the Figure 4 for the three different compounds.
Our calculations suggest that the ground-state structures are hR12, mC8 and oP8 for LCO, LNO

and LMO. Our findings are in agreement with the available literature [35,42,50].
In the case of the LCO stoichiometry, the mC8 and oP8 polymorphs are higher in total

energy—about 0.172 and 0.671 eV atom−1. In the case of LNO, the three lattices are very close in energy,
with the hR12 and oP8 polymorphs having higher energies of about 0.093 and 0.095 eV atom−1. It is
interesting to note that although the oP8 lattice is only 2 meV atom−1 above the hR12 lattice, it has never
been reported experimentally as a metastable phase. Turning to LMO, the experimentally observed
metastable mC8 phase is only 16 meV atom−1 higher in energy compared to the ground-state oP8
lattice, whereas the hR12 polymorph is less stable—about 0.164 eV atom−1. Overall, only small energy
differences are observed between ground-state structures and the closest metastable ones, particularly
for LNO and LMO. In light of this, detailed phonon structures would allow for improved accuracy
of these determination by incorporating zero-point energies. However, as the relative stability of the
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various polymorphs obtained by our DFT calculations are in perfect agreement with the experimental
results, we suggest that vibration contributions may alter only marginally the here-reported phase
stability plot.
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For LCO in the hR12 lattice, we observe strong hybridization between Co−3 d and O-2 p and
we can further note that the t2 g band of Co is completely occupied in both spin channels, while eg is
unoccupied, reflecting a low-spin (LS) state of Co. The analysis of the magnetic properties suggests
a local magnetic moment on Co sites of 0.00 µB. These results are in line with the consensus in the
literature (all Co ions are in the 3+ oxidation state in the LS electronic configuration, i.e., t2g

6 (|↑↓|↑↓|↑↓|)
eg

0 (| | |), leading to an overall diamagnetic character [36]). The computed bandgap of the LCO phase
in hR12 structure is 2.36 eV. The bandgap for the hR12 lattice is in good agreement with the available
literature data (2.1–2.7 eV) [51].

For LNO in the mC8 structure, we observe a strong hybridization between Ni-3d and O-2p.
Further, we note that the t2g band of Ni is completely occupied in both spin channels, while eg up
channel is partially occupied, reflecting the LS state of Ni. The mC8 lattice has a small gap insulator
being the CB→VB gap 0.30 eV (i.e., conduction band CB and valence band VB). The calculated local
magnetic moment on Ni sites in the mC8 lattice is 0.86 µB, a value in line with the LS state of Ni3+

ions. Our picture is in line with the available literature [35]: all the Ni ions are in the 3+ oxidation
state in the LS electronic configuration—for Ni3+ it is t2g

6 (|↑↓|↑↓|↑↓|) eg
1(|↑ | ). This picture matches

well with the Jahn-Teller (J-T) distortion observed in the NiO6 octahedra where two different Ni-O
bonds lengths can be observed in the converged mC8 structure (see Table 2 above), in agreement with
literature [36,37]. Turning to LMO in the oP8 structure, we observe strong hybridization between
Mn-d and O-2p. The computed band-gap value is 1.614 eV, a value in line with the available literature
data, i.e., 1.68 eV [52]. The calculated local magnetic moment on Mn sites is 3.84 µB, thus reflecting
the High Spin (HS) state of Mn3+ ions. Our modeling agrees well with the assessed consensus about
the electronic properties of monoclinic LMO. In fact, it is generally accepted that all the Mn ions are
in the 3+ oxidation state in the HS electronic configuration, which for Mn3+ is t2g

3(|↑ |↑ |↑ |) eg
1(|↑ |

|) [30,31,52,53]. Here again, the electronic configuration generates J-T distortion, with two different
Mn-O bonds lengths, as already discussed in the previous section (see Table 2) [30,31].

4. Discussion

The electronic structure calculations for the LCO, LMO and LNO phases provide a detailed
description of the bonding character and structure of these compounds in three different polymorphic
lattices. These data are in good agreement with the available literature concerning crystallographic
structures, JT distortions, electronic and magnetic properties as well as relative phase stability. By using
simple thermochemical cycles, it is possible to derive the Gibbs energy of formation at 0 K for all
the modelled phases and thus to draw a thermodynamic description of the relative energetics of
the competitive hR12, mC8 and oP8 lattices for all the compounds. In fact, ∆cohE derived from first
principles calculations can be combined with other similar computational data or literature values to
derive Gibbs Energy of Formation of crystalline phases.

For solid-state transformations involving no gaseous species, the Gibbs energy change ∆G can
be calculated from the change in internal energy (∆E) calculated at 0 K simply by using the relation
(∆G = ∆E + P∆V – T∆S). In fact, vibrational contributions (zero-point energy and phonons) are
partially compensated in all-solid reactions between reagents and products, thus leading to negligible
net energetic effects (see also the above comments about the zero-point energy). Furthermore, at 0 K,
the (P∆V – T∆S) can be neglected without introducing large inaccuracies. ∆E is in the order of few eV
per formula unit, whereas P∆V in the order of 10−25 eV and the term T∆S is in the order of the thermal
energy (≈ 0.1 – 0.001 eV/at), which is, by definition, null at 0 K.

Thermodynamic formation properties can be derived for all LCO, LMO and LNO phases in all the
three hR12, mC8 and oP8 lattices by computing the reaction internal energy changes for the following
four chemical reactions:

CoO + Li2O→ LiCoO2 + Li (3)

NiO + Li2O→ LiNiO2 + Li (4)
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MnO + Li2O→ LiMnO2 + Li (5)

Mn2O3 + Li2O→ 2 LiMnO2 (6)

by applying the following thermochemical equations:

∆E3E = ∆cohELiCoO2 + ∆cohELi − ∆cohECoO − ∆cohELi2O (7)

∆E4E = ∆cohELiNiO2 + ∆cohELi − ∆cohENiO − ∆cohELi2O (8)

∆E5E = ∆cohELiMnO2 + ∆cohELi − ∆cohEMnO − ∆cohELi2O (9)

∆E6E) = 2∆cohELiMnO2 − ∆cohEMn2O3 − ∆cohELi2O (10)

where ∆cohELiCoO2, ∆cohELiNiO2 and ∆cohELiMnO2 are the cohesion energies of LCO, LNO and LMO in
any lattice, respectively, ∆cohELi is the cohesion energy of cubic metallic Li, ∆cohECoO, ∆cohENiO and
∆cohEMnO are the total energies of metal oxides CoO, NiO and MnO, respectively, ∆cohELiO2 is the
cohesion energy of the Li2O oxide, and ∆cohEMn2O3 is the cohesion energy of the α-Mn2O3 phase.
All cohesion energies of oxides and metallic lithium have been calculated at the same level of theory as
for LCO, LNO and LMO, and relaxing all the crystal structures to their energy minimum. A survey
of the structures of all these compounds and the computed cohesion energies (eV atom−1) for all
phases are summarized in Table S1, in the Supporting Information. The resulting values for the energy
changes of reactions E3–E6 are reported in Table 3 for all the polymorphs of the LCO, LMO and
LNO compounds.

Table 3. Calculated internal energy changes for reactions at 0 K R3-R4-R5-R6 for all the polymorphs
(hR12, mC8 and O) of the LCO, LMO and LNO compounds. Energy evaluations involving
experimentally reported phases are in bold.

∆E0 K (eV mol−1)

Reaction hR12 mC8 oP8

∆E3E CoO + Li2O→ LiCoO2 + Li 1.092 1.264 1.763
∆E4E NiO + Li2O→ LiNiO2 + Li 2.380 2.287 2.382
∆E5E MnO + Li2O→ LiMnO2 + Li 1.753 1.605 1.589
∆E6E Mn2O3 + Li2O→ 2 LiMnO2 −0.771 −1.067 −1.099

The ∆E values reported in the Table 4 can be easily combined with literature thermochemical
data [54–61] reported in the Supplementary Material (Table S2) to derive the formation energy from
elements (Table S3). To derive the formation thermodynamics at room temperature, thermal effects and
formation entropies at 298 K are necessary. Unfortunately, apart the case of rhombohedral LCO [61,62],
low-temperature heat capacities are unavailable for all mixed oxides. Therefore, we estimated absolute
entropies at 298 K for the three mixed oxides LCO, LNO and LMO as means among values obtained
by: (a) the semiempirical ionic contribution method by Kellogg and Kubaschewski [63], (b) the
semiempirical Neumann–Kopp model [64], (c) the computational estimates from phonon calculations
by DFT [12] and (d) the unique experimental value for rhombohedral LCO [61]. Similarly, thermal
effects at 298 K have been estimated by adopting the Kellogg and Kubaschewski semiempirical
model [63]. Because the semiempirical models were unsensitive towards the crystal structure, we
adopted identical thermal effects and absolute entropies (Table S4) to derive formation enthalpies and
free energies at 298 K for all polymorphs of a given composition (see Table 4; Table 5 below).
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Table 4. Calculated Gibbs Energy of formations at 0 K from elements for all the polymorphs (hR12,
mC8 and O) of the LCO, LMO and LNO compounds. Errors have been estimated by propagating
the accuracy of the thermochemical supporting data. Energy evaluations involving experimentally
reported phases are in bold.

∆fH◦298 K (kJ mol−1)

Reaction hR12 mC8 oP8

LiCoO2 Co(s) + Li(s) + O2(g)→ LiCoO2(s) −734 ± 7 −717 ± 7 −669 ± 7
LiNiO2 Ni(s) + Li(s) + O2(g)→ LiNiO2(s) −610 ± 7 −619 ± 7 −609 ± 7
LiMnO2 Mn(s) + Li(s) + O2(g)→ LiMnO2(s) −820 ± 6 −834 ± 6 −836 ± 6

Table 5. Calculated Gibbs Energy of formations at 0 K from elements for all the polymorphs (hR12,
mC8 and O) of the LCO, LMO and LNO compounds. Errors have been estimated by propagating
the accuracy of the thermochemical supporting data. Energy evaluations involving experimentally
reported phases are in bold.

∆fG◦298 K (kJ mol−1)

Reaction hR12 mC8 oP8

LiCoO2 Co(s) + Li(s) + O2(g)→ LiCoO2(s) −672 ± 8 −655 ± 8 −607 ± 8
LiNiO2 Ni(s) + Li(s) + O2(g)→ LiNiO2(s) −549 ± 8 −557 ± 8 −548 ± 8
LiMnO2 Mn(s) + Li(s) + O2(g)→ LiMnO2(s) −765 ± 10 −779 ± 10 −780 ± 10

The assessed values reported in the literature of the experimental Gibbs energy of formation for
the LCO, LNO and LMO phases in the hR12, mC8, oP8 lattices, respectively, are −632 ± 8, −532 ± 8 and
782 ± 8 [13,54,62,65–67] and our computational determinations are in good agreement in all the three
cases, with the largest difference between computational and experimental determination below 6%.
On passing, one may comment that possible sources of inaccuracies in our computational estimates
are (a) the thermodynamic supplementary data, largely estimated, and (b) the adopted DFT + U
computational approach where a mean U value is adopted for all metals. This last choice surely
affects the final precision, particularly in the case of Ni and Co phases (see above). Thermodynamic
predictions closer to experimental values are possibly achievable by adopting different U values for
each metal. However, this approach is beyond our adopted methodology that, overall, can provide
thermodynamic evaluations with satisfactory precision.

Turning to the thermodynamics of the metastable lattices, both considering the experimentally
reported values and those not observed, our values are the first-ever reported determination of
the thermochemical data of formation. We want to stress that these new data are necessary
requirements for multi-element system assessment and pseudo-binary/ternary/quaternary phase
diagram modelling [16–20]. This kind of advanced modeling is necessary for a careful analysis of the
synthesis conditions of similar materials, for the comprehension of the degradation chemistry at high
temperature or under reactive conditions, and also for the understanding of the structural evolution in
batteries upon electrochemical lithium de-intercalation/intercalation.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated three TM oxide layered materials LiCoO2, LiNiO2 and
LiMnO2 using first principle calculations, considering different lattices: rhombohedral, monoclinic and
orthorhombic with R3m, C2/m and Pmmn symmetries, respectively. We have addressed structural,
electronic and magnetic properties for each compound. Our analysis describes the structural features
of all these phases in detail, their relative stabilities and their electronic properties, in terms of band gap,
oxidation state of the transition metal and JT distortion. The obtained description of the bonding and
structural properties of the modelled phases is in excellent agreement with the available experimental
literature and effectively predict the relative stability of the ground state and metastable phases.
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We have determined and discussed—for the first time in the literature—the thermodynamics
of formation for all ground and metastable phases of LCO, LNO and LMO. The final Gibbs Energy
of Formation values at 298 K from elements are: LCO(hR12) −672 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LCO(mC8)
−655 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LCO(oP8) −607 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LNO(hR12) −548 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LNO(mC8) −557 ± 8 kJ
mol−1; LNO(oP8) −548 ± 8 kJ mol−1; LMO(hR12) −765 ± 10 kJ mol−1; LMO(mC8) −779 ± 10 kJ mol−1;
LMO(oP8) −780 ± 10 kJ mol−1. These values are of fundamental importance for the implementation of
reliable multi-phase thermodynamic modelling, for the optimization of the synthesis condition, and
for understanding the structural degradation processes in real applications (e.g., lithium-ion batteries).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4352/10/6/526/s1,
Supplementary note 1. Details about the structure and magnetic properties of transition metal oxides, Li2O and
metallic lithium; Supplementary note 2. Bulk modulus calculation; Figure S1: Bulk modulus of LMO, LNO and
LCO estimated for all structures; Figure S2: PDOS of LCO compound for mC8 and oP8 structures. Upper panel
monoclinic electronic structure of LCO (mC8) and bottom panel orthorhombic electronic structure of LCO (oP8).
Color Code: Li green, Co blue, O red. Figure S3: PDOS of LNO compound for hR12 and oP8 structures. Upper
panel rhombohedral electronic structure of LNO (hR12) and bottom panel orthorhombic electronic structure of
LNO (oP8). Figure S4: PDOS of LMO compound for hR12 and mC8 structures. Upper panel rhombohedral
electronic structure of LMO (hR12) and bottom panel monoclinic electronic structure of LMO (mC8). Figure S5: (a)
Dingle unit cell of TMs oxide, CoO, NiO and MnO that present cubic structures belonging to Fm3m space group.
(b) AFM structure of TMs oxide, that are made of alternatively packed ferromagnetic (111) planes along the [1·1·1]
direction of the cubic cell. Color code: (a) blue Co, grey Ni, purple Mn, red O; (b) spin up blue, spin down light
blue. Figure S6: (a) α-Mn2O3 2 × 2 × 2 supercell. (b) AFM structure of TM oxide. Color code: (a) purple Mn,
red O; (b) spin up blue, spin down light blue. Figure S7: Cubic structure of (a) Li2O and (b) Li. Color Code:
green Li, red O. Table S1. Calculated bond lengths for LCO [45], LNO [46,47] and LMO [37,48] for all lattices;
inter parentheses are reported the corresponding values from experimental structures, where available. Table S2:
Computed Cohesion energies (eV/at) for all ground state lattice/phase. Table S2: Energies of formation form the
elements at T = 298 K, TMs oxide and Li2O [5,6] Table S3: Calculated Energy of formation at 0K from elements for
all the polymorphs (hR12, mC8 and oP8) of the LCO, LMO and LNO compounds. Table S4: Experimental and
estimated absolute entropies at 298K and thermal effects at 298 K for the LCO, LMO and LNO compounds.
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